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Why I am here ?
• Japan is also a “Pacific” country
• UNESCO-IHP: Asia-Pacific Region
• Nov.2000: NZHS ”Fresh Perspective”

Symposium + UNESCO IHP RSC, Visit 
Motueka ICM with Mike Bonell, 
Takeuchi,・・・

• Oct. 2001: Preparation for establishing APHW
• 1st APHW in Kyoto, Mar. 2003
• 2nd APHW in Singapore with AOGS, Jun. 

2004
• 3rd APHW in Bangkok, Oct. 2006



History of ICM 
• Edo era (～1867): locally managed
• Meiji era (1868～）: Centralized and separately 

managed
• There are no “catchment” in all statements of 

the River Act (1896: revised in 1964 and 1997)
• In the 1960s, ecologists and policy makers start 

talking about catchment as a unit
• In the 21st century, people, scientists and policy 

makers re-start discussion about ICM and 
IWRM (but NO pilot project so far)



Seto, Aichi Pref. in the 1700s



Toyota City, Aichi Pref. In 1906



（鈴木雅一、航空写真で見る日本の森林の変遷、2002よ
り）
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Japanese Land Cover



The area of woody vegetation
in Japan for the past 100 years
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67% of the total land area are covered by woody 

vegetation, 39% natural / regrowth and 27% 
coniferous plantation

→Forest and forestry are important for ICM





Poorly managed Cypress PlantationPoorly managed Cypress Plantation



恩田裕一先生提供恩田裕一先生提供



川辺川ダム上流域にて川辺川ダム上流域にて



森林・水・土の保全 塚本良則１９９９
よ



Conflicts of River in the 1990s
• The government still wish to construct more 

dams in order to
– Prevent flood
– Provide water resources

• The people have argued:
– Too much cost (ex: 330 billion \ (3.9 billion NZ$) 

for Kawabe-gawa Dam)
– Planned flood peak discharge was overestimated
– Enough water resources
– Large Environmental impact



Current and proposed 
HELP Catchments

• Yasu-gawa (River), 
Shiga: HELP Basin by 
Prof. Tachikawa, Kyoto 
Univ. 

• Kuma-gawa, Kumamoto, 
Kyushu: people argued 
against the Kawabe-
gawa Dam project

• Yahagi-gawa, Aichi: 
“Forest Health Check”
project in April 2005 

Kyushu 
Island



Kumamoto

Yatsushiro Kawabe-gawa
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Proposed Kawabe-gawa Dam





“Green Dam” concept
• Japanese metaphor of the function of 

forests on water flow.
• People believe forests regulate river flows if 

the catchment forests are well-managed, 
the dam will be no longer needed 

• Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and Fishery
support the “Green Dam” concept

• Ministry of Land, Infrastructure and 
Transport do not support the “Green Dam”
concept



Natural Broadleaved 
Evergreen Forests

Conifer Plantation

Land cover Change

Logged Area in every 
5 years: maximum in 
1950-1965.

Major floods were also 
occurred in 1963-65.

People believe these 
floods was connected 
with intensive logging.
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Conceptual model for the 
function of forests
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Open discussions coordinated by  
Local Government

• 1st on December 9, 2001～ 9th on 
December 14, 2003

• Oct. 2005: “The Japanese Society of 
Shiranuikai & Kumagawa Regional 
Studies” was established by people and 
scientists collaboration

• Kawabegawa dam, Arase Dam, 
Shiranuikai (Shiranui Sea) issues and 
Minamata Disease will be discussed
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200 people investigate 106 points



Well-managed Forest and 
poorly managed forest



Japanese ICM and HELP in the 
near future

• Yasu-gawa: by traditional hydrologists: 
Nothing happened so far

• I propose Yahagi-gawa or Kuma-gawa as 
the 2nd (and 3rd?) Japanese HELP 
catchment

• I try to start ICM activities in the 2 basins
• Establish Asia-Pacific HELP Catchment 

Network  (APHCN) in IHP-VII ???



Science and Policy Decision
ー In Case of Japan ー

Yukiko Hirakawa
Hiroshima University



Common Misunderstanding

In Japan most people believe that forest;
- Increases water resources
- Prevents flood
in any case, in any level and any season. 
This is a “national misunderstanding”. 

Science is weak when confronting it. 



Common MisunderstandingWhy? 
- It is written in primary and secondary textbooks. 

← Strong political power from forestry. 

Now in Japan, forestry cannot stand as an industry, 
because imported timber is cheaper.

But 80% of the land are covered by forest. 
They need logic to persuade people and pay costs 

for its maintenance. 



Common Misunderstanding
Many scientists do not want to commit the problem. 
No merits. No researcher wants make enemies. 

Forestry Agency
Active citizens

Forest owners

Ministry of Land and Traffic
Dam constructors

Local governments



Why neglected?
Japanese policy making process tend to neglect 

or misuse “science”. 
- Politicians and citizens accepts “scientific 

facts” that support their opinions, but tend to 
refuse those that oppose them. 

Case: No one want to seriously correct the 
common misunderstanding on forest and water. 



Why neglected?
“Scientific facts” are uncertain and takes time to 

be agreed “facts”. You can easily find some 
scientists who support your opinions. 

Case: When in Minamata, many people died and 
suffered of disease caused by sea water pollution, it 
took more than 10 years until finally academic 
community reached to agreement.   

Kumamoto University
(sea water pollution)

University of Tokyo
(bacteria or virus)

Ministry of
Health

Chemical 
companyPatients

Ministry of
Industry



Why neglected?
“Scientific facts” can be easily made up by some 

manipulation. Policy makers sometimes ask 
scientists to do it, in order to authorize their 
decision. Citizens do not believe in “scientific 
estimation” any more. 

Case: When the Ministry of Land and Traffic 
wants to build a new road, they always 
estimated the cost for construction lower and 
benefits higher. 



Why neglected?
- “Scientific facts” always contain uncertainty in 

some extent. Politicians and citizens want to 
know clear answer “yeas or no”. 

Case: Accident of a space shuttle
An engineer gave a caution that “maybe” in 
cold weather, the elastic parts cannot work well. 
His word: “I am not sure, but there is some 
possibility” could not stop the shuttle.



Is science totally pure and neutral?
Scientists also form interest groups to obtain 

job and budget. 
Case: The caution of global warming
- Is it such serious problem to be solved by 

changing our life and social system? 
- Anyway, climatologists and meteorologists 

could obtain big amount of research funds. 



So, what to do?
Scientists’ side
- Scientists should commit to the society.
- Scientists should do efforts to decrease 

uncertainty. 
- Scientists should try to be honest and 

neutral. 
- Scientists should explain their findings, so 

that ordinary people can understand.



So, what to do?
Policy makers’ and citizen’ side
- We should know more about science.
- We should be honest and neutral when 

using the results. 
- No prejudice
- No manipulation

- We should learn how to make decision 
under scientific uncertainty. 



Research Institute for Humanity and Nature

and

- Research project “Historical evolution of the 
adaptability in an oasis region to water 

resources changes”-

Jumpei Kubota

At Pacific HELP Symposium,        
November 10, 2005



Research Institute for Humanity and Nature (RIHN)
(established in 2001)

- Toward a new approach to the global environmental problems

Background
• Environmental problems, such as global warming, loss of 

biodiversity, and depletion of water resources are said to be the 
consequences of humanity-nature interactions being 
manifested today in various parts of the world. It is 
fundamentally a problem of human life style or culture in the 
broadest sense of the word. 

Purpose
• To carry out integrated/multi-disciplinary research that 

innovates solutions to problems related to the global 
environment 



Oasis Project (2001-2007)

-Historical evolution of the adaptability in an 
oasis region to water resources changes-

Background:

Arid region that extends widely throughout Central Eurasia

water shortage, population and poverty 

The human life has been strongly dependent on available 
water resources throughout the history.

Purpose:

To examine the historical interaction between humans and 
natural systems, through analyzing historical documents and 
varieties of proxies, in addition to the analyses of present 
adaptability of the region for water resource changes which are 
crucial for people's life. 



Upper reaches (Mountain)                    
P   200~600mm/year          
Elevation 2500~5600m

Lower reaches (Desert)
P  < 100mm/year

Middle reaches    (Oasis)
P 100~200mm/year 
Elevation  1200~2500m

Heihe river  (Black river)

- big inland basin
- east-west interactions
- ethnic groups
- developing as 
agricultural area

Basin area: 130,000km2



Human activities in the Heihe River during the past 50 years
(after Wang & Cheng, 1999)
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• Water saving policy (90’s)
- incentives for saving water –water fee (only for surface water) 

-> overuse of ground water  -> water fee for GW(2004)
• New water allocation rule (2000)

- only total volume
-> no water in growing season

• “Environmental migration” (2000-)
Forced relocation of people for preserving areas or ecosystems

- to reduce impacts of over-grazing
-> loose home land, community and culture?

• Construction of a new canal in the lower reaches 
- for bypassing water directly to terminal lakes (2002-2005)

-> degradation of the ecosystem around the river

Implemented countermeasures
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Construction of a new canal in the lower reaches for bypassing 
water directly to terminal lakes

This may cause degradation of the ecosystem around the river.



• Negative effects
– lack of knowledge of planners or engineers
– no communications between governments and peoples living 

in the watershed

What we have done;
• 1st Int. Symposium on Environmental Migration (RIHN 

and Institute for Ethnology, CASS)
at Beijing, August, 2004  (incl. researchers)

• 2nd Int. Symposium on Environmental Migration
at Beijing, September, 2005 (incl. researchers and planners)

What we plan;
• Workshop on the Project (incl. researchers, planners and peoples), at 

Ejina city in the lower reach, 2006

• 3rd Symposium on Environmental Migration, 2006



Thank you
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